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Very little neuroethics scholarship engages with trans issues, despite trans experience being laden with key neuroethics themes like neuroenhancement, personal identity, & cognitive liberty.

There is invaluable work to be done here, if we can do it right.
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“Why did you not seek out a brain scan to confirm that you have gender dysphoria?”
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Trans as Brain Intersex

*The Trans-Intersex Nexus in Neurobiological Research*

**Abstract** There is an abundance of neuroscientific research seeking to pin down the origins of transgender people’s gender identity in the brain. The established premise is that transgender people have a brain structure more in line with the sex group with which they identify than the one they are assigned to at birth. Transgender is imagined as a form of intersexuality—but of the brain, rather than the genitalia. This article aims to critically interrogate the neuroscientific notion of transgender as brain intersex by situating the neuroscientific understanding of trans people within the genealogy of the medical management of transgender and intersex people. The study also examines how medical authority consolidates itself through the “trans-intersex nexus”—a mechanism in which trans and intersex people are placed in a relationship of simultaneous separation and reinforcement under the control of medical knowledge and technologies.

**Keywords** trans-intersex nexus, neuroscience, science and technology studies (STS), transgender studies, intersex studies
WHERE IS NEUROETHICS?

• Based on my own lengthy observation, keyword searches, reviews of journal / edited-volume ToCs: neuroethics has never engaged with these topics in a sustained or impactful way.

• Feminist neuroethics has been a site of valuable work that’s topically adjacent, but scarcely mentions trans people or perspectives.

Sex differences and neuroethics

Peggy DesAutels

Discussions in neuroethics to date have ignored an ever-increasing neuroscientific literature on sex differences in brains. If, indeed, there are significant differences in the brains of men versus women and in the brains of boys versus girls, the ethical and social implications loom very large. I argue that recent neuroscientific findings on sex-based brain differences have significant implications for theories of morality and for our understandings of the neuroscience of moral cognition and behavior.
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WHERE IS NEUROETHICS?

• Other fields (esp. bioethics) have produced trans-relevant work I would call “neuroethics,” but they have not done so under that label.
ONE OPPORTUNITY: REASSESSING NEUROENHANCEMENT

• Neuroethics discourse on cognitive enhancement has heavily focused on (work-oriented) cognitive abilities in contexts of productivity: school, employment.

• Aren’t we more than our cognition? Doesn’t “better” mean something more than labor value?
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- Aren’t we more than our cognition? Doesn’t “better” mean something more than labor value?
- Meanwhile, it is not uncommon to encounter trans people narrativizing transition as a kind of neuro-(though not strictly cognitive) enhancement experience.

But far and away the biggest changes in the first few months were emotional. It felt like a haze was lifted from my brain and I could actually perceive my own emotions clearly. Like just coming out and being myself before hrt helped me open up but this was on a much deeper level.

testosterone fixed a lot of my issues with emotional it regulation overnight. it improved my command over my temper. i no longer cry under sudden stress or pressure. it significantly lessened my depression and my anxiety.

it raised my appetite - not just my capacity for food, but also how much i enjoy it
OTHER OPPORTUNITIES: PERSONAL IDENTITY & BRAIN CHANGE

• Neuroethics scholars have paid considerable attention to questions of personal identity and the nature of the self, particularly in the context of deep brain stimulation.

• Research that is meant to inform clinical and investigative practice of DBS should, of course, remain grounded in the perspectives of DBS stakeholders (patients especially).

• But if we are developing bigger-picture neuroethics insights re: what it means to be the same (or a different) self as one’s brain changes ... trans perspectives are indispensable.
There is potential for neurorights advocates to align with existing rights movements (reproductive justice, queer liberation), working with trans thinkers to **unify our accounts of brain & bodily autonomy**.

“Cognitive liberty is the right to self-determination over our brains and mental experiences, as a right to both access and use technologies, but also a right to be free from interference with our mental privacy and freedom of thought.”
POLITICAL CONTEXT & ETHICS OF SCHOLARSHIP

The Daily Wire’s Michael Knowles: “Transgenderism must be eradicated from public life entirely”

“That’s for two reasons – one of them is that every one of those people is a person who’s been damaged. But the second one is everyone is one of those people is a person who’s been damaged. But the second one is for a moral reason. It is all with transgenderism. It is all with transgenderism. It is all...”

Attacker ‘targeted’ gender studies class in University of Waterloo stabbing: police

A professor and two students have been taken to hospital with injuries

By Cheyenne Bologna Record Reporter Thu., June 29, 2023 2 min. read

© Article was updated 2 hrs ago
Nothing less than a battle for trans survival — for the very possibility of a future where trans people exist at all — is currently unfolding in the national political spotlight of most countries in the Anglophone world.

This political context generates responsibilities for academics who produce work relevant to these issues. The value of free and fearless inquiry is bounded by obligations not to lend unwitting aid to a politics of extermination.

The Daily Wire’s Michael Knowles: “Transgenderism must be eradicated from public life entirely”

Knowles: “There can be no middle way in dealing with transgenderism. It is all or nothing.”
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Thank you all so much. This work means a great deal to me, and I know I can count on your support in building space for more of it — and for more of us.

I look forward to the deeper conversations that will follow from this very condensed talk!